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3.  AXIAL THRUST
In the conventional design, springs, axially maintained the sleeves in 
the center position. At high speed, they were distorted gen er at ing heavy 
unbalanced. Furthermore, the "mass-spring" system formed by the sleeves 
and the springs, was regularly oscillating at it natural axial frequency, 
generating vibrations.
These springs are now eliminated and replaced by an axial non-metallic 
thrust located in the center-line of the gearing to avoid any friction that 
would generate wear, vibration and noise.

4.  SEALING
• The housing of both half couplings are closed by a specially designed cover 

and seal to avoid any lubricant going out and any dust going in and to prevent 
any leakage, even at low speed, and any lubricant pollution.

• Furthermore, extra-baffl es can be provided when space is avail a ble to protect 
against dust and water introduction.

5.  PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION
• Bolts and nuts are plated for corrosion resistance.
• Special covers and baffl e are metal plat ed.
• Steel pieces are nitrided.
• Coupling can be supplied painted.
6.  MAINTENANCE
 A special grease has been developed for this fi eld of ap pli ca tion.  The selected 
grease shows a very high stability and an excellent re sist ance against separation 
when coupling is running at high speed. Very long maintenance intervals can be 
programmed allowing for main te nance and im mo bi li sa tion cost reduction.
 The coupling is generally supplied factory lubricated.

B) FTRNO couplings
In general the same argumentation utilized for the FTRN early in the previ-
ous page applies to the FTRNO design. However the "DIF FER ENCE" is the 
integration of an overload protection device in the coupling.
The use of frequency inverters to drive AC traction motors has created the 
possibility to reduce the size of motor by using higher motor speeds resulting 
in reduction of weight.
However, from time to time the frequency in vert ers can, induce high torques 
(instantaneous peak torques) into the drive system so that the coupling and 
gearbox must be overdesigned to coop with these so called short circuit 
torques.
To prevent this problem, ESCO Transmissions NV has developed a new type 
traction coupling in cor po rat ing an overload protection device. This overload 
protection device absorbs the energy of the short circuit torque and protects 
the gearbox which may be designed without huge safety factors.
This protecting device design shows many  ad van tag es com pared 
to other con cep tions:
• Overload system located in a lubricated environment and using specially 

developed materials developed materials meaning that, when device slips, 
surfaces are lubricated and no wear will be generated. Tests show that 
release torque is not affected even after many hundred overload cycles.

• Overload device is completely integrated at gearing level of the coupling. 
This presents the following advantages:

 all style of shaft/hub connection are possible.
 devices calibrated in our factory.
 release torque is not affected by the assembly of the hub on the shaft.
 release torque is practically not affected by the running speed of the coupling.

• Envelop of a FTRNO coupling incorporating a protecting device is practically 
identical to that of a conventional coupling allowing for the installation of the 
device in an existing system.

TECHNICAL ARGUMENTS

Public transportation is a worldwide priority and therefore the need 
for fast moving, trams, underground and high speed trains is more than ever 
put in evidence.

In the rail sector, Esco has developed and manufactured many thousands gear 
couplings for underground's, intercities and high speed trains. 
The quick development in that fi eld, and more particularity due to the introduction 
of the AC motor driven by AC converters has generated new requirements that 
could not be met anymore by classical gear couplings. So Esco has developed 
a completely new generation of gear couplings perfectly meeting the new and 
future requirements in the fi eld of increasing rotating speed, maintenance and 
comfort (noise and vi bra tion).
Esco Couplings N.V. one the world leading manufacturers of traction 
couplings developed, almost on parallel, two master series of gear couplings: 
Escogear FTRN range  —  Escogear FTRNO range
This new generation of couplings shows the following ad van tag es.
• Special multicrown designed gearing with limited radial clearance perfectly 

centring the rotating pieces and eliminating lateral vi bra tions.
• Interface managed to facilitate maintenance and lo gis tic.
• Axial limitation of the sleeve movement by means of a patented thrust system 

located in the center line of each gearing. Springs, with the subsequent axial 
and lateral vibration problems, are elim i nat ed.

• Proved sealing devices combined with perfectly adapted factory fi lled lubricant, 
allow very long maintenance intervals and reduce operation costs.

A) FTRN couplings
1.  GEARING DESIGN
1.1 Multicrown crowning on tooth fl ank
The gear crowning is performed according to the Multicrown prin ci ple, meaning 
variable crowning perfectly adapted for high mis align ment with the following 
improvements:
•  lower pressure stresses on tooth fl ank
•  lower root stresses on the teeth
•  reduced backlash
•  increased number of teeth in contact
A complete program, based on a fi nite element analysis, allows tooth proportion 
improvement increasing the life of the gearing.
1.2 Top centering of the gearing
The top of the hub teeth is contacting the root of the sleeve teeth with a 
reduced clearance, this maintains the fl oating sleeves perfectly centered in 
respect of the hubs (even in no torque situation) eliminating vibrations in any 
working conditions.
1.3 Accuracy and surface treatment
Gears are generated on very accurate CNC machines. Accuracy is the condi-
tion to perfectly spread the load between the teeth and to perform a perfect 
homocineticity. Gear teeth are nitrided for exceptional hardness and improved 
wear resistance even at high speed.

2.  INTERFACES
2.1 Hub-shaft interface
The interference taper assembly of the hub on the shaft is performed hydrau-
lically and at ambient temperature, without dismounting the coupling. Other 
assembly methods are also possible.
2.2 Flange interface
Bolts are ground and fl ange holes are calibrated for perfect centering of the two 
fl anges in respect of each other. No male/female assembly is requested and both 
half couplings are iden ti cal, making main te nance and logistic easier.
Nuts are full steel self locking eliminating temperature and moisture infl uence.
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                 Type FTRN
    
    60 70 80 90 100
  
    
  1     mm 60 70 80 90 100
    
 
 Tn   2400 3000 4250 5600 7000
  2 Nm
 Tp   6100 10500 14500 16500 18000

    
  3  7000 6000 6000 4500 4000 
     
 

  -  2x6 2x6 2x6 2x6 2x6

  - mm:  ± 15 15 15 15 15
 

  
  - mm:  ± 20 25 25 25 25
   

  4 kgm2 0,096 0,133 0,190 0,470 0,560
  

  5 kg 22 25 32 53 59
 

  A  mm 240 260 260 280 280

               B  mm 194 220 236 280 304

 C  mm 195 201 225 250 265

 D  mm 90 100 118 151 178

 E  mm 80 90 90 100 100

 G  mm 80 80 80 80 80

  H  mm 255 280 280 348 350

 L  mm 

 FTRN  60     100
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